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Dahua Illegal Parking Detection PTZ Camera

Effective Capturing
of Occluded Vehicle

Optimized Installation
& Configuration

Wide Detection
Range

Multi-scenario
Deployment

Complete Chain
of Evidence

Accurate Detection of 
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Overview

Accurate Detection of Parking Violation
Dahua Illegal Parking Detection PTZ Camera

 

When a vehicle has been detected in the monitored area, snapshots will be taken and metadata will be saved. It supports 
overlay of license plate number, viola�on �me, viola�on loca�on, and parking dura�on as evidence. It can cover a wider area 
through its dual-PTZ system, solving vehicle capturing problems including vehicle under occlusion. Based deep learning 
algorithm, it can offer high accuracy detec�on rate, instand of traffic police normally posts parking �ckets to highly improve 
the efficiency and reduce the labor costs.

Supports displaying of panoramic and detail views simultaneously, with both channels equipped with illegal parking detec�on, 
the maximum detec�on radius of up to 100m.

Support mul�ple detec�on mode for different demands based on the characteris�cs of scenarios. 

    Scenario priority mode: the camera will always 
run illegal parking detec�on at the current scenario 
and won't switch to next scenario only if the �me 
allocated by tour plan is reached.

    Detec�on priority mode: when the tour plan has 
not started, the camera won't switch to next 
scenario only if all the illegal parking vehicles‘ 
snapshots in current scenario have been taken.

    Group snapshot mode: when the tour plan has 
not started, the camera will capture a group of 
snapshots for all vehicles in incurrent scenario (two 
pictures by default); When all the vehicles have 
finished taking snapshots, it will switch to the next 
scenario. During the tour plan, when the �me of 
scenario one reaches the capture interval, the 
camera will return to scenario one to capture the 
other group of photos ( the remaining two 
pictures) in priority.

Wide Detec�on Range

Mul�-scenario Deployment



Accurate Detection of Parking Violation
Dahua Illegal Parking Detection PTZ Camera

 

Supports capturing of vehicle images, with license plate number and other viola�on informa�on overlaid on the image as 
evidence.

The Dual-PTZ system can capture illegally parked vehicle under occlusion. The panoramic camera can monitor every 
vehicle and forecast the trajectories, the detail camera will track and capture the peccancy vehicle once the licence plate 
appears.

Supports one person easy installa�on and simplified the configura�on steps that greatly reduce labor costs and 
improve efficiency.

Complete Chain of Evidence

Effec�ve Capturing of Occluded Vehicle

Op�mized Installa�on & Configura�on

Plate Number: AXXXXR    Violation Location:XXX Street    Violation Time: 2021.03.31    Parking Duration: 0Hour 02Min 13Sec



Applica�on Scenarios
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Bus Sta�on Fire Exit

Tunnel Viaduct

City Road

Expressway

Dual PTZ System
1/1.8" 4M CMOS
Powerful 25x op�cal zoom
Illegal Parking Capture

Max. 50/60 fps@4M
IR Distance up to 100m
IP67 

1/1.8" 4M STARVIS™ CMOS
Powerful 40x op�cal zoom
Illegal Parking Capture

IR Distance up to 500m
Smart Wiper
IP67 

Recommended Products
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